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Objectives Although the public health significance of influenza in

regions with a temperate climate has been widely recognized,

information on influenza burden in tropical countries, including the

Philippines, remains limited. We aimed to estimate influenza

incidence rates for both outpatients and inpatients then

characterized their demographic features.

Design An enhanced surveillance was performed from January 2009

to December 2011 in an urbanized highland city. The influenza-like

illness (ILI) surveillance involved all city health centers and an

outpatient department of a tertiary government hospital. The severe

acute respiratory infection (sARI) surveillance was also conducted

with one government and four private hospitals since April 2009.

Nasal and/or oropharyngeal swabs were collected and tested for

influenza A, influenza B, and respiratory syncytial virus.

Results and Conclusions We obtained 5915 specimens from

13 002 ILI cases and 2656 specimens from 10 726 sARI cases

throughout the study period. We observed year-round influenza

activity with two possible peaks each year. The overall influenza

detection rate was 23% in the ILI surveillance and 9% in the sARI

surveillance. The mean annual outpatient incidence rate of influenza

was 5�4 per 1000 individuals [95% confidence interval (CI), 1�83–
12�7], and the mean annual incidence of influenza-associated sARI

was 1�0 per 1000 individuals (95% CI, 0�03–5�57). The highest
incidence rates were observed among children aged <5 years,

particularly those aged 6–23 months. Influenza posed a certain

disease burden among inpatients and outpatients, particularly

children aged <5 years, in an urbanized tropical city of the

Philippines.
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Background

The global impact of influenza is mirrored by the efforts of

several countries to conduct and set up influenza surveillance

networks and studies to define its impact.1–3 Although the

public health significance of influenza has been recognized

globally, studies measuring influenza burden are sparse in

developing countries. The influenza disease burden is usually

assessed in terms of mortality, morbidity, and economic loss.

These estimations require a rigorous study design and

research capacity.4

The Philippines is located in a tropical climate zone. It is

classified as a lower–middle income country by the

World Bank.5 Respiratory infections, including influenza, are

important causes of morbidity and mortality in the country.6

Despite the potential public health impact of influenza, there is

currently no national policy on influenza prevention and

control in the Philippines. The Research Institute for Tropical

Medicine (RITM)has been operating as theNational Influenza

Center (NIC) of the country since 2004. It has set up a

surveillance network comprising two sentinel sites in 12 of its

17 administrative regions and has also initiated severe acute

respiratory infection (sARI) surveillance.Despite this progress,

some gaps in our knowledge still remain, particularly with

regard to the burden of influenza in the country. This study

aims to describe the epidemiology of influenza and estimate

the incidences of influenza outpatients and inpatients between

2009 and 2011 in an urbanized tropical city of the Philippines.
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Materials and methods

Study site
Baguio City is an urbanized highland city in northern Luzon.

Despite the monthly average temperature ranging from 17 to

22°C, the city has the same climate pattern dominant in the rest

of Luzon Island, with two pronounced seasons: the dry season

from November to May and the wet season during the rest of

the year. The 2007 census revealed a population of 301 900,

and two-thirds of the population was aged <30 years.

Health services are provided through the 16 health centers

of the Baguio Health Department, where primary health care

is dispensed by physicians, nurses, and midwives. Each health

center covers approximately 5000 populations. A physician

assigned to these facilities attends to morbidity consultations

and the administration of other medical programs on specific

days. There is also one government hospital and five private

hospitals with bed capacities of 10–250 beds; these provide

inpatient care for the city population.

This study was reviewed and approved by the RITM

Institutional Review Board on March 31, 2009.

Enhanced influenza-like illness surveillance
Enhanced influenza-like illness (ILI) surveillance was con-

ducted in all 16 health centers and the outpatient department

of the government hospital (Figure 1). An ILI case was defined

as one who developed sudden onset of fever over 38°C with

cough or sore throat. Influenza surveillance nurses (ISNs) were

allocated on one of two morbidity consultation days when a

physician attends and they compiled demographic, clinical,

and epidemiological information into the standard case report

forms and collected naso- or oropharyngeal swabs. Influenza

surveillance nurses also collected the data of ILI cases who

visited other than that specific surveillance day in preceding

week. Refusal to participate in the surveillancewas low at 1�1%,

0�5%, and 1�8% for 2009, 2010, and 2011, respectively.

Severe acute respiratory infection surveillance
A sARI case was defined as one with ILI accompanied by

shortness of breath or difficulty in breathing who required

hospital admission. Among children, pneumonia or severe

pneumonia was diagnosed on the basis of the Integrated

Management of Child’s Illness (IMCI) algorithm.7 Symptoms

included cough and difficulty in breathing and at least one of

the following danger signs: chest indrawing, stridor while

calm, history of convulsions, inability to drink, and lethargy.

The ISNs approached all patients with a diagnosis of sARI on

admission and daily reviewed their hospital admission records

until hospital discharge to determine outcomes.Demographic,

clinical, and epidemiological informationwas obtained using a

Baguio city

Manila

Figure 1. Location map of Baguio city in the Philippines (A). Participating health centers and hospitals in Baguio city (B). The filled circles indicate 16 city

health centers, the filled triangles indicate hospitals, and the diamonds indicate hospitals covering both ILI and sARI surveillance. ILI, influenza-like illness;

sARI, severe acute respiratory infection.
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structured questionnaire. Naso- or oropharyngeal swabs were

also collected. The surveillance commenced in six hospitals

from April 2009, but eventually included five hospitals by

6 months after study initiation because one hospital shut

down. Refusal rates for the sARI surveillance were 2%, 5%, and

7% for 2009, 2010, and 2011, respectively.

Laboratory methods
Naso- or oropharyngeal swabs were obtained from each case

using Dacron swabs. The specimens were stored in virus

transport media with ice packs to maintain a refrigerated

temperature after collection and transported to the NIC. All

specimens were tested for influenza A by real-time reverse

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) using the

United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and

Control (CDC) method8 or the Applied Biosystems Pandemic

H1N1/09 Assay Set v 2.0 (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,

USA). Influenza A-positive samples were further subtyped for

influenza A (H1N1) pdm09 (H1N1pdm09) using the CDC

method8 or the Pandemic H1N1/09 Assay Set v 2.0, starting

fromMay 2009. Seasonal influenza A (H1N1) and influenza A

(H3N2) were detected by using the Centre for Health

Protection, Department of Health, Hong Kong SAR method.9

InfluenzaB and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)were detected

using a previously published conventional RT-PCRmethod.10

Data analyses
The virus positivity rate was calculated as the proportion of the

number of positive samples to the total number of samples

tested. The government’s population projection, based on the

2007 census data, was used to estimate the age-specific

population. We estimated the influenza incidence rate,

A

B

Figure 2. The number of patients with ILI whose specimens were obtained and the total number of patients with ILI in health centers by epidemiological

week (A). The weekly number of positive cases for each targeted virus, with the percentage of positive influenza cases (B) in Baguio City from January

2009 to December 2011. ILI, influenza-like illness.
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expressed as per 1000 individuals by each age group, by

dividing the number of patients with ILI who presented at the

health facilities andwhose samples tested positive for influenza

by the census population, followed by multiplying with the

inverse of the proportion of the number of samples obtained to

the total ILI count. A similar procedure was followed for

estimating RSV and influenza-associated sARI incidence rates.

We estimated the seasonal influenza incidence rate, including

seasonal H1N1, H3N2, and influenza B, only in 2009. A 95%

confidence interval (CI) was estimated using simple exact

binomial CIs. All analyses were performed using R 2�14�0 (R

Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results

Influenza-like illness in the outpatient population
From January 2009 to December 2011, a total of 71 524

health center consultations were conducted and 13 002

(18�2%) ILI cases were identified. There were two peaks in

ILI consultations, from January to March and from July to

September of each year (Figure 2).

We obtained 5915 specimens from 13 002 ILI cases

(45�5%). The mean virus detection rate for the 3-year period

was 33%, while the influenza detection rate was 25%. The

H1N1pdm09 positivity rate was 17% in 2009; however, this

rate declined to 8% and 7% in 2010 and 2011, respectively.

H3N2 and influenza B were continuously detected during the

3 years, with varying rates of positivity. The influenza B

positivity rate was particularly high in 2010 (15�7%).

Respiratory syncytial virus appeared to make a considerable

contribution to the ILI cases: 7%, 15%, and 11% in 2009,

2010, and 2011, respectively (Table 1).

Generally, the proportion of cases positive for each virus

was higher among children aged <5 years throughout the

3-year period. There was also a certain proportion of

positive cases, particularly H1N1pdm09- and influenza B-

positive cases, among children aged 5–14 years. A low

proportion of viral positivity was observed in ILI cases aged

>50 years, but the number of tested samples was very small

in this age group.

The incidence rates of targeted viruses among the ILI

cases per 1000 individuals are shown in Table 2. Overall, we

Table 1. The number of samples collected, the number of positive cases for each virus, and the viral positivity rates among influenza-like illness (ILI)

cases by age group during 2009–2011

ILI cases

with

specimens

Influenza

A (H1N1)

Influenza A

(H3N2)

Influenza

A (H1N1)

pdm09 Influenza B

Respiratory

syncytial

virus

2009

Total 2156 22 136 359 33 157

<6 months 420 2 (9�1) 9 (6�6) 7 (1�9) 2 (6�1) 13 (8�3)
6–23 months 973 9 (40�9) 29 (21�3) 53 (14�8) 6 (18�2) 71 (45�2)
2–4 years 397 8 (36�4) 42 (30�9) 80 (22�3) 4 (12�1) 44 (28�0)
5–14 years 195 1 (4�5) 39 (28�7) 155 (43�2) 11 (33�3) 21 (13�4)
15–49 years 150 2 (9�1) 16 (11�8) 60 (16�7) 9 (27�3) 7 (4�5)
>50 years 21 0 1 (0�7) 4 (1�1) 1 (3�0) 1 (0�6)

2010

Total 2022 1 48 152 317 304

<6 months 355 0 1 (2�1) 2 (1�3) 5 (1�6) 20 (6�6)
6–23 months 963 0 17 (35�4) 24 (15�8) 51 (16�1) 140 (46�1)
2–4 years 400 0 16 (33�3) 36 (23�7) 93 (29�3) 101 (33�2)
5–14 years 157 1 (100) 9 (18�8) 72 (47�4) 133 (42�0) 34 (11�2)
15–49 years 133 0 5 (10�4) 18 (11�8) 34 (10�7) 7 (2�3)
>50 years 14 0 0 0 1 (0�3) 2 (0�7)

2011

Total 1737 0 47 120 47 188

<6 months 310 0 0 2 (1�7) 1 (2�0) 4 (2�1)
6–23 months 858 0 9 (19�1) 22 (18�3) 8 (16�3) 90 (47�9)
2–4 years 341 0 15 (31�9) 31 (25�8) 14 (28�6) 73 (38�8)
5–14 years 104 0 17 (36�2) 43 (35�8) 19 (38�8) 17 (9�0)
15–49 years 111 0 4 (8�5) 21 (17�5) 7 (14�3) 3 (1�6)
>50 years 13 0 2 (4�3) 1 (0�8) 0 1 (0�5)

The figure in parentheses is the proportion of positive cases in each age group.
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estimated 5�4 per 1000 (95% CI, 1�83–12�7) individuals as

the mean incidence rate of influenza, including

H1N1pdm09 influenza, among the outpatients. Among

influenza viruses, H1N1pdm09 exhibited the highest inci-

dence rate (3�50 per 1000) in 2009, which was almost

equivalent in magnitude to the influenza B incidence rate in

2010 (3�31 per 1000). In 2011, the highest incidence rate

(1�19 per 1000) was again estimated for H1N1pdm09,

although this rate was much lower than that in 2009.

Therefore, a different dominant virus/subtype was observed

in each year. With regard to incidence rates by age group,

higher rates were observed for all viruses except

H1N1pdm09 among children aged 6–23 months,

<6 months, or 2–4 years. Incidence rates among older age

groups were significantly low, and those for influenza and

RSV in cases aged >50 years were the lowest throughout the

study period.

Severe acute respiratory infection in the inpatient
population
From April 2009 to December 2011, 10 726 (12�8%) of

83 667 cases admitted to five hospitals were diagnosed with

sARI on admission. Totally, 2656 specimens (24�8%) were

obtained. Severe acute respiratory infection appeared to be a

common cause of hospital confinement during the 3-year

period, with a prominent peak from July to September

(Figure 3). The highest proportion (50�8%) of children

admitted for sARI belonged to the <5-year age group.
The overall and influenza virus detection rates during

the period were 29% and 9%, respectively. Respiratory

syncytial virus was more common than influenza virus

among the sARI cases, particularly among children aged

<2 years, throughout the study period (Table 3). Different

types of influenza viruses were detected in the 3 years, but

its frequencies fluctuated with virus types and study years.

There was only one positive case of seasonal H1N1 in

2009.

Twenty-six deaths were recorded among sARI cases during

the 3-year period. Fourteen were males, 11 were aged

≥60 years, and seven were aged <5 years. All mortalities

except one were clinically diagnosed with pneumonia, but

only three were positive for viruses in all victims; one male

aged 40 years was positive for H1N1pdm09, and two infants

were positive for RSV.

Overall, 1�0 per 1000 individuals (95% CI, 0�03–5�57) was
estimated as the mean incidence rate of sARI associated with

Table 2. Influenza incidence rates per 1000 individuals among outpatients by viruses/subtypes during 2009–2011

Seasonal influenza Influenza A (H1N1)* Influenza A (H3N2)* Influenza A (H1N1) pdm09 Influenza B*

2009

Overall 1�86 (0�20–7�01) 0�21 (0–4�13) 1�33 (0�07–6�13) 3�50 (0�85–9�51) 0�32 (0–4�34)
<6 months 12�3 (6�44–21�4) 1�90 (0�21–7�06) 8�54 (3�81–16�5) 6�64 (2�59–13�9) 1�90 (0�21–7�06)
6–23 months 13�2 (7�05–22�4) 2�69 (0�49–8�30) 8�68 (3�90–16�7) 15�9 (9�05–25�8) 1�80 (0�18–6�90)
2–4 years 8�23 (3�60–16�1) 1�22 (0�05–5�95) 6�40 (2�44–13�6) 12�2 (6�34–21�2) 0�61 (0–4�88)
5–14 years 2�96 (0�60–8�71) 0�06 (0–3�81) 2�27 (0�33–7�64) 9�01 (4�12–17�1) 0�64 (0–4�93)
15–49 years 0�49 (0–4�66) 0�04 (0–3�76) 0�29 (0–4�28) 1�09 (0�04–5�73) 0�16 (0–4�02)
>50 years 0�29 (0–4�27) 0 0�14 (0–3�98) 0�57 (0–4�81) 0�14 (0–3�98)

2010

Overall 0�01 (0–3�71) 0�50 (0–4�68) 1�59 (0�13–6�56) 3�31 (0�76–9�23)
<6 months 0 1�24 (0�06–5�99) 2�49 (0�41–7�99) 6�22 (2�34–13�4)
6–23 months 0 5�66 (2�0–12�6) 7�99 (2�45–15�8) 17�0 (9�89–27�2)
2–4 years 0�06 (0–3�69) 2�51 (0�42–8�02) 5�64 (1�99–12�6) 14�6 (8�08–24�2)
5–14 years 0 0�53 (0–4�73) 4�23 (1�21–10�6) 7�82 (3�34–15�5)
15–49 years 0 0�10 (0–3�90) 0�37 (0–3�69) 0�70 (0–5�03)
>50 years 0 0 0 0�17 (0–4�05)

2011

Overall 0 0�47 (0–4�61) 1�19 (0�05–5�90) 0�49 (0–4�65)
<6 months 0 0 2�11 (0�28–7�39) 1�05 (0�03–5�66)
6–23 months 0 2�68 (0�49–8�28) 6�55 (2�54–13�8) 2�38 (0�37–7�82)
2–4 years 0 2�32 (0�35–7�73) 4�80 (1�51–11�4) 2�17 (0�3–7�49)
5–14 years 0 1�0 (0�03–5�58) 2�54 (0�43–8�06) 1�12 (0�04–5�78)
15–49 years 0 0�08 (0–3�86) 0�43 (0–4�55) 0�14 (0–3�99)
>50 years 0 0�47 (0–4�61) 0�15 (0–4�01) 0

The figures in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals.

*The incidence rate of seasonal influenza included cases positive for influenza A(H1), A(H3), and B.
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influenza, including H1N1pdm09 (Table 4). The highest

sARI incidence rates were observed in association with

H1N1pdm09 in 2009, followed by influenza B in 2010 and

H1N1pdm09 again in 2011. The influenza A and B incidence

rate was highest among children aged 6–23 months in all

years except 2009 and 2010, when the H1N1pdm09 influenza

incidence rate was the highest. H1N1pdm09 influenza posed

a certain burden across all age groups in 2009, but the

incidence rate significantly decreased in the following years

among all age groups except the above 50-year age group, in

which almost all incidence rates remained constant through-

out. The influenza B incidence rate was 0�91 per 1000

individuals aged >50 years in 2011, whereas none of the

outpatients were reported to belong to this age group

through ILI surveillance (Table 2).

Discussion

During the entire study period, the overall influenza-positive

rate among medically attended ILI cases was 25%; this is

similar to findings of studies in neighboring countries.11–13

Among the hospitalized cases, the positivity rate for influenza

was 9%, and 49% of these cases were attributed to

H1N1pdm09. These positivity rates are also similar to those

found in other tropical countries such as Kenya,14 Bangla-

desh,15 and Thailand.16 Several factors affect virus positivity

rate, such as demographic characteristics and health-seeking

behavior of the study population, differences in sample

storage and testing methods, and duration between onset and

consultation. Despite these varying factors, our study dem-

onstrated influenza positivity rates that were equivalent to

those estimated in other countries, indicating that there was a

certain influenza burden in both outpatient and inpatients.

Besides year-round influenza activities, there appear to be

two peaks in each year, generally from February to March

and June to September–December. We found that the latter

peaks in each year were more distinct, and those periods were

usually recognized as a rainy season in Baguio city. The peaks

of influenza during rainy season were documented in other

tropical and subtropical countries;17–20 however, our study is

unique in observing above tendency in the cooler temper-

ature. As a pooled study demonstrated,21 precipitation can

Table 3. The number of samples collected, the number of positive cases for each virus, and the viral positivity rates among severe acute respiratory

infection (sARI) cases by age group during 2009–2011

sARI cases with

specimens

Influenza A

(H1N1)

Influenza A

(H3N2)

Influenza A

(H1N1)

pdm09 Influenza B

Respiratory

syncytial

virus

2009

Total 626 1 8 53 8 105

<6 months 84 0 0 4 (7�5) 1 (12�5) 31 (29�5)
6–23 months 222 1 (100) 3 (37�5) 9 (17�0) 4 (50�0) 53 (50�5)
2–4 years 73 0 1 (12�5) 7 (13�2) 1 (12�5) 12 (11�4)
5–14 years 70 0 1 (12�5) 17 (32�1) 1 (12�5) 4 (3�8)
15–49 years 84 0 2 (25�0) 10 (18�9) 1 (12�5) 3 (2�9)
>50 years 93 0 1 (12�5) 6 (11�3) 0 2 (1�9)

2010

Total 812 0 15 27 41 188

<6 months 154 0 1 (6�7) 3 (11�1) 3 (7�3) 59 (31�4)
6–23 months 258 0 2 (13�3) 5 (18�5) 8 (19�5) 89 (47�3)
2–4 years 117 0 2 (13�3) 3 (11�1) 8 (19�5) 23 (12�2)
5–14 years 78 0 1 (6�7) 4 (14�8) 16 (39�0) 7 (3�7)
15–49 years 102 0 8 (53�3) 7 (25�9) 5 (12�2) 5 (2�7)
>50 years 103 0 1 (6�7) 5 (18�5) 1 (2�4) 5 (2�7)

2011

Total 1218 0 19 31 23 241

<6 months 186 0 2 (10�5) 2 (6�5) 1 (4�3) 72 (29�9)
6–23 months 410 0 7 (36�8) 11 (35�5) 5 (21�7) 113 (46�9)
2–4 years 215 0 3 (15�8) 3 (9�7) 5 (21�7) 36 (14�9)
5–14 years 118 0 3 (15�8) 2 (6�5) 3 (13�0) 7 (2�9)
15–49 years 110 0 2 (10�5) 7 (22�6) 3 (13�0) 4 (1�7)
>50 years 179 0 2 (10�5) 6 (19�4) 6 (26�1) 9 (3�7)

The figure in parentheses is the proportion of positive cases in each age group.
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play an important role in epidemics of influenza especially in

tropics partly because people change their behaviors during

rainy seasons.22 All peaks except that due to H1N1pdm09

observed in 2009 were caused by multiple viruses. The peak

due to H1N1pdm09 in 2009 was observed as similar timing

in Thailand17 and Lao PDR,12 and earlier than that in

Vietnam23 and Taiwan.24 Peaks in Lao PDR and Taiwan

consisted of H1N1pdm09 and influenza A(H3N2). Another

peak observed in 2010 consisted of influenza B,

H1N1pdm09, and influenza A(H3N2). The combination of

these viruses were also reported in those countries in August

of 2010, but dominant virus in peak was different influenza B

in Lao PDR, H1N1pdm09 in Taiwan and Thailand, influenza

A(H3N2) in Vietnam. A pooled study in Western Pacific

region illustrated a similar temporal distribution of influenza

except the absence of influenza A(H3N2) and H1N1pdm09

in 2010.25

In other countries, the reported incidences of

H1N1pdm09 influenza are significantly higher than those

of seasonal influenza.25,26 In our study, however, the

H1N1pdm09 influenza incidence rate in 2009 was compa-

rable with the influenza B incidence rate in 2010, although

baseline seasonal influenza rates were unknown because the

present study did not cover years prior to 2009. The peak due

to H1N1pdm09 was about twofold higher than that due to

influenza B in 2010, while the number of weeks when those

viruses were detected was twofold higher in influenza B

compared with H1N1pdm09. Thus, H1N1pdm09 posed

larger peak within a short interval compared with influenza

B. Moreover, the impact of H1N1pdm on hospitalization was

A

B

Figure 3. The number of patients with sARI whose specimens were obtained and the total number of patients with sARI in hospitals by morbidity week

(A). The weekly number of positive cases for each targeted virus, with the percentage of positive influenza cases (B) in Baguio City from April 2009 to

December 2011. sARI, severe acute respiratory infection.
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larger than that of seasonal influenza during the 2009

outbreak reported from other countries.27–29 However, the

present study did not also show a significant impact in 2009.

The reason for the low number of hospitalizations attributed

to H1N1pdm09 in 2009 remains unclear.

With regard to influenza incidence rates across age groups,

both outpatient and inpatient children aged <5 years exhib-

ited the highest incidence rates of 22�6 per 1000 (95% CI,

14�3–34�0) and 4�65 per 1000 individuals (95% CI, 1�43–
11�2), respectively. These estimates are compatible with the

estimated incidence rates among outpatients in similar

studies15,30 and also with global estimated sARI incidence

rates.31 While the outpatients’ incidence rates were compat-

ible between patients aged <2 and 2–4 years, those among

inpatients were two- to threefold higher in the <2-year age
group. The difference in hospitalization rates between these

age groups has been documented elsewhere.2,31–33 Our data

added the finding that influenza could cause a significant

hospitalization among children aged <2 years. The incidence

rate was low among adult outpatients of all age groups,

whereas that was higher for adult inpatients aged >50 years

than for adult inpatients aged 20–49 years. This could be

partly explained by the fact that city health centers are the

first level of medical facility and provide primary care mainly

for children. In addition, sick adults and elderly individuals

may possibly behave differently; although self-medication

and rest may be the primary treatment for most ILI episodes,

any aggravation leads them either to specialized outpatient

department of hospitals or private clinics, particularly with

the presence of other complications. Therefore, we need to

carefully consider the incidence of outpatients and inpatients

among adults while discussing the entire influenza disease

burden in the country.

In developed countries, significant effects of mortality

from seasonal influenza among the elderly have been well

documented.34,35 However, the mortality impact of influ-

enza in developing countries is not fully elucidated. We

identified only one case of mortality in an adult with

H1N1pdm09 influenza. This low mortality rate can be

explained by several reasons. First, there is a possibility that

many sARI cases in the study population may not have been

hospitalized. In a study from Bangladesh, only 11% patients

who died within 2 weeks of developing ILI died in

hospitals.36 Second, mortality rates also depend on patient

age. In this study, 64% sARI patients whose samples were

obtained were aged <5 years, while only 3�8% were aged

Table 4. Influenza incidence rates per 1000 individuals among severe acute respiratory infection (sARI) cases by viruses/subtypes during 2009–2011

Seasonal influenza Influenza A (H1N1)* Influenza A (H3N2)* Influenza A (H1N1) pdm09 Influenza B*

2009

Overall 0�30 (0–4�29) 0�02 (0–3�73) 0�14 (0–3�98) 0�93 (0�02–5�45) 0�14 (0–3�98)
<6 months 1�40 (0�09–6�25) 0 0 4�33 (1�26–10�7) 1�08 (0�03–5�71)
6–23 months 3�68 (0�93–9�78) 0�35 (0–4�39) 1�05 (0�03–5�66) 3�15 (0�68–8�99) 1�40 (0�09–6�25)
2–4 years 0�69 (0–5�02) 0 0�29 (0–4�28) 2�04 (0�25–7�28) 0�29 (0–4�28)
5–14 years 0�20 (0–4�09) 0 0�08 (0–3�86) 1�37 (0�08–6�20) 0�08 (0–3�86)
15–49 years 0�09 (0–3�88) 0 0�05 (0–3�80) 0�26 (0–4�21) 0�03 (0–3�74)

Over 50 years 0�23 (0–4�15) 0 0�20 (0–4�09) 1�19 (0�02–5�45) 0

2010

Overall 0 0�29 (0–4�27) 0�52 (0�00–4�70) 0�79 (0�01–5�19)
<6 months 0 0�81 (0�01–5�23) 2�42 (0�39–7�88) 2�42 (0�39–7�88)
6–23 months 0 0�81 (0�01–5�23) 2�02 (0�25–7�25) 3�22 (0�72–9�10)
2–4 years 0 0�58 (0–4�81) 0�86 (0�01–5�33) 2�30 (0�34–7�70)
5–14 years 0 0�12 (0–3�93) 0�46 (0–4�60) 1�85 (0�20–6�99)
15–49 years 0 0�23 (0–4�15) 0�20 (0–4�09) 0�14 (0–3�98)

Over 50 years 0 0�27 (0–4�24) 1�35 (0�08–6�17) 0�27 (0–4�24)
2011

Overall 0 0�25 (0–4�19) 0�40 (0�00–4�49) 0�30 (0–4�29)
<6 months 0 1�35 (0�08–6�16) 1�35 (0�08–6�16) 0�67 (0–4�99)
6–23 months 0 1�83 (0�19–6�96) 2�88 (0�57–8�59) 1�31 (0�07–6�10)
2–4 years 0 0�45 (0–4�59) 0�45 (0–4�59) 0�76 (0�01–5�14)
5–14 years 0 0�18 (0–4�06) 0�12 (0–3�94) 0�18 (0–4�06)
15–49 years 0 0�04 (0–3�77) 0�14 (0–3�98) 0�06 (0–3�81)

Over 50 years 0 0�30 (0–4�30) 0�91 (0�02–5�41) 0�91 (0–4�29)

The figures in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals.

*Seasonal influenza incidence rates included positive cases of influenza A (H1), A (H3), and B.
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≥65 years. Third, the limited degree of influenza testing

could have led to the underestimation of influenza-associ-

ated deaths. It is also possible that the mortality impact of

influenza is actually low. The proportion of the elderly,

especially those with severe chronic medical conditions, is

relatively low in developing countries. This demographic

characteristic may affect the overall mortality impact of

influenza. Data on mortality impact are particularly impor-

tant in developing any national control strategy for influ-

enza, including a vaccination policy. Further studies are

necessary to define the mortality impact of influenza in the

country.

This study had some limitations. This study measured

rates of medically attended influenza, which represented a

subset of the overall community burden as not all people

with influenza consulted for their illnesses. Additionally,

rates of medically attended influenza could be underesti-

mated for the following reasons; not all people with

medically attended influenza met the ILI case definition,

and these cases would be missed by the surveillance. Second,

the surveillance did not cover private clinics, and thus, it was

a chance to miss the ILI cases. Third, because actual

surveillance days at the health facilities are fixed weekly

day, viral and influenza detection rates were extrapolated to

the remaining non-surveillance days of the week. Fourth, in

sARI surveillance, refusal rates were progressively increasing,

which may affect the estimation of sARI incidence in the

study. However, the trends of influenza associated with both

ILI and sARI were similar, and both positivity and incidence

rates were compatible with those in other studies; therefore,

we believe that our findings can define the influenza burden

among medically attended cases.

In conclusion, we observed a year-round influenza

activity during 2009–2011 in Baguio city. Higher influenza

incidence rates were observed particularly among those aged

<2 years; therefore, these should be the focus of public

health action. Influenza incidence and hospitalization rates

are good indicators for estimating disease burden in

countries where influenza-associated mortality appears to

be low. There is a need to establish a study that covers the

general population in the community to better understand

influenza disease burden, which is a key for developing

further influenza control policies such as vaccine adminis-

tration.
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